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Goals & Initiatives

“Never question the power of one. Throughout history, it has been the actions of only
one person who inspired the movement of change” (Steve Maraboli, author).

What if one person (in this case, YOU!) chose to take one simple action to raise
awareness of TS? One more doctor educated about TS, one more legislator ready to
join our efforts...

Now, imagine if our community took action together. The outcome would be legislation
protecting members of the TS community on a national scale, improved support for TS
clinics in your area, and a community of people affected by TS connecting over a
shared experience. Don’t wait for change – make it happen today!

Our goal is to reduce the age of diagnosis, improve care standards, and save lives. This
is made possible only by the support of generous donors and volunteers like you who
recognize the importance of contributing to this cause.

Unfortunately, TS remains unknown to the general public and even many medical
providers. We need the voices of everyone affected by TS to speak loudly if we
are going to be heard! Will YOU join in?

Easy Ways To Take Action NOW

1. Join the awareness contact list. You will receive email and text messages about
month-long activities and opportunities for you to raise awareness.

2. Sign the TSF Petition for Patient Care. Legislators hold the keys to getting
insurance help, making sure that all babies are screened for TS, and more. Let’s
get their attention first by signing the TSF Petition for Patient Care, urging them
to help us declare TS Awareness Month on a national scale! Signing the petition
will generate an email sent to your legislator. Sign the petition.

Note: This petition is renewed every year, so please sign by December 31st, and
then sign again next year!

3. Share on your social media platforms. Find TSF graphics and more in the pages
below to share on your newsfeed. Educating your followers about TS will help
raise awareness tremendously!
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https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/february-awareness-month-email-list-sign-up/
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https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/volunteer_take_action/awareness/turner-syndrome-petition/
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/social-media-posts/


4. Set up an online fundraiser. TSF is 100% run on donations, so to continue these
actions all year long on your behalf, we need your help! Learn how to set up your
fundraiser on our website and on social media.

5. Print and share the awareness poster on page 8 of this toolkit. Leave a handful at
your local library, on your community’s message board, at your doctor’s office, or
in your workplace. You never know whose life will be changed when they see a
poster because of YOU!

6. You can be featured in upcoming posts and news articles by submitting
your story and working with our talented writers and editors.

7. Add a frame to your Facebook profile picture. Choose Add a Frame and search
for Turner Syndrome Foundation.

8. Educate your doctors about TS! Ask them to become a professional member.

9. Join us on social media for Facebook chats (Wednesdays at 8 p.m. EST) and TS
Facts of the Day. Check the calendar for these and other events.
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https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/online-fundraising/.
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/online-fundraising/.
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/volunteer_take_action/volunteer-fundraise/my-story-2/
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/volunteer_take_action/volunteer-fundraise/my-story-2/
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/volunteer_take_action/calendar-of-events/


Awareness Stories

The following stories demonstrate the need for greater TS awareness for earlier
diagnosis, improved care, and better outcomes for those with TS. Share these stories –
and your own – to demonstrate the need for support!

Grace’s Story

Grace, currently 12 years old, was diagnosed with TS shortly after her
11th birthday, when her pediatrician recommended genetic testing. She
and her mother, Kristi, were then referred to a genetic specialist,
cardiologist, endocrinologist, and urologist.

For over a year now, Grace has been taking growth hormone injections
and has grown over 3.5 inches. According to her mom, Grace is a
warrior and champion daily, battling ear infections, anxiety, insomnia,
ADHD, and dysgraphia.

Even with all of these challenges, Grace succeeds in school and follows
her passions, like playing in the band and participating on the debate team! She is also very
athletic and enjoys swimming and riding her 4-wheeler. Grace enjoys drawing, slime, and fidget
spinners, as well. She is an inspiration, and her story proves that you can overcome
obstacles and make a difference with a positive outlook and the support of loved ones!

Choe’s Story

Chloe, now 18 years old, was diagnosed with TS when she was five
years old, and she started growth hormone therapy at that time. She
knew she was different, but she has persevered and accomplished
outstanding things! Chloe reports that TS has had a significant impact
on her life. However, her female development has been normal, and
estrogen therapy has not been necessary.

Today, Chloe is attending Mayland Early College High School in
Spruce Pine, North Carolina, allowing her to take both high school and college-level classes.
She will graduate this academic year with an Associate’s degree.

Though college-level biology classes have been difficult, science is Chloe’s favorite subject, and
she has been very ambitious in her academics. In her free time, Chloe enjoys writing, sketching,
and painting. Art has helped Chloe overcome the challenges she has faced. Chloe exemplifies
that individuals with TS can achieve anything they put their minds to. She reminds us to
be strong and always pursue our dreams!
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Helen’s Story

Helen, age 46, was born and raised in Montgomery, Alabama
and now lives outside of Atlanta, Georgia. She was diagnosed
with TS at 12 years old and sent to Children’s Hospital in
Birmingham, Alabama for a heart murmur that she has thankfully
outgrown. She received her Master’s degree in higher education
and works as an academic advising coordinator for community
college students.

Though she battles both TS and Type 2 diabetes on a daily basis, Helen is grateful to not have
the heart, kidney, or other physical effects that some with TS do. Helen has been resourceful
and has had the courage to ask for help with the things that require support. Helen reminds us
that, with inner strength and confidence, we can work through our obstacles and
overcome them.

Helen also shared with us a lesson that her father taught her: “You can do more than you
think you can!” She is also an active TSF volunteer, and we are very thankful to have her as
part of our team!
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Social Media Resources Download - Print - Share

TSF Tagline

Turner syndrome affects 1 in 2,000 live female births. We can help.

TSF Social Media Platforms

Facebook:     @turnersyndromefoundation
Instagram:     @turnersyndromefoundation
Twitter:           @TeamTSF
YouTube:       @Turnersyndromefoundation
TikTok:           @turnersyndromefoundation

Hashtags

#TurnerSyndromeAwareness
#TurnerSyndromeFoundation
#TurnerSyndrome
#TurnerSyndromeStrong
#TSStrong
#TurnerSyndromePride
#TheXFactor
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Facebook Profile Picture Frames

We have created a frame for your profile picture on
social media, in emails, or just about anywhere!

Submit a favorite photo on our website, and we will
add a frame for you.

Instagram Story Stickers

With the growing popularity of Instagram stories, TSF has created many different
stickers that can be applied to your stories to raise awareness. Follow these instructions
to access the stickers:

1. Open Instagram and create a story.
2. Click on the sticker icon.
3. Search “@TurnerSyndromeFoundation.”
4. Select the sticker you would like to use.
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LINKS:

● CHALLENGES A month of activities & prizes!
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/tsam-challenges/

● AWARENESS MONTH TOOL-KIT
https://tsfusa.salsalabs.org/awarenesstoolkit/index.html

● PRESS RELEASES: https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/press-releases/
● SIGN AWARENESS PETITION:

https://tsfusa.salsalabs.org/NJ2023/index.html
● TAKE A STEP FOR TS:

https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/take-a-step-for-ts/
● VOLUNTEER:

https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/volunteer_take_action/talent-applicat
ion/

● CALENDAR Track Exciting Awareness Events on the TSF Calendar:
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/volunteer_take_action/calendar-of-e
vents/

● SHOP AWARENESS MERCH: Place an order for TS Awareness
merchandise! https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/shop/

● SUBMIT A PHOTO: for the chance to see yourself or your child on our
social media pages!
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/volunteer_take_action/community/sh
are-a-photo/

● SHARE YOUR STORY: You may be featured in an upcoming post or news
article!
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/volunteer_take_action/volunteer-fun
draise/my-story-2/

● HOST AN EVENT: Submit your event here supporting TSF!
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/volunteer_take_action/

● RECOMMEND YOUR DOCTOR:  Love your doctor? Help grow a network of
providers who care for TS!
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/professional-referral/

● ABOUT TS:
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/what_is_turner_syndrome/

● ABOUT TSF: https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/who-we-are/mission/
● 1938 GIVING CLUB:  Join a growing number of supporters whose

contributions sustain the mission all year long!
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/volunteer_take_action/monthly-givin
g/

● DONATE:
https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/volunteer_take_action/donate-2/
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PRESS  RELEASE

HAZLET, NJ

FEBRUARY IS TURNER SYNDROME AWARENESS MONTH

About Turner Syndrome

Turner syndrome (TS) is a rare, random chromosomal disorder affecting over 2 million
individuals born female. TS is the second most common genetic disorder, with 1,000 baby girls
born with it annually.

TS could trigger many physical, cognitive, emotional, and social issues. Complication can
involve the kidneys, heart, thyroid, diabetes, hearing, osteoporosis, infertility, pregnancy,
visual-spatial skills, and executive function. It is estimated that 10-20% of all first-trimester
miscarriages are related to TS. Only 1-2% of fetuses with TS survive to birth, and those who
survive are truly miracles!

Personalization in RED

One of those miracles is [#]-year-old [full name], who is partnering with the Turner Syndrome
Foundation (TSF) to raise awareness of TS in [City, State].

[First name], who was diagnosed with TS when she was [#], … (short paragraph with the
individual’s TS story and how they have raised awareness of TS.]

OR

[Direct quote from individual on how TS has affected their life and why raising awareness is so
important]

OR

[Reason corporations are standing behind this mission]

Why TS Awareness Month?

Greater awareness of TS will allow for healthier lives for all TS patients. Although TS was
discovered in 1938 by Dr. Henry Turner, there is still a lack of awareness of the condition.
Delayed diagnosis continues to limit access to life-changing or even life-saving health screenings
and interventions that should begin as early as possible.

February is Turner Syndrome Awareness Month, a time in which the TS community bands
together to raise awareness. Throughout the month, TSF will host special webinars, events,
fundraisers, and more. Find out more information about Awareness Month 2023 and download
materials on TSF’s website. Individuals, groups, and organizations are encouraged to participate.
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About TSF

Established in 2008, TSF is a registered 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization based in Hazlet, New
Jersey. Its mission is to support research initiatives and facilitate education programs that
increase awareness and enhance healthcare for those affected by TS. Early diagnosis and
comprehensive treatments over the lifespan may lead to a brighter and healthier future for all
individuals affected by the condition. TSF accomplishes its mission through awareness,
advocacy, education, and research initiatives. In 2022, TSF served 20,000 individuals and more
than 140,000 people from around the world have accessed online resources. The number of
people and the need for this mission grows stronger every year!

What Makes TSF Different?
Free Resources. Personalized Support. Dedication to Research & Education.

The philosophy to keep life-changing resources free and accessible to patients is a key
component that sets us apart. We do not require membership dues or fees from patients to access
our resources. Everything found on our website is completely free to everyone, so you can find
what you need exactly when you need it.

In fact, most of our events are free to attend as well, such as our patient education workshops.
These workshops feature presentations by experienced medical professionals – and are 100%
donation run. In addition to our online resources, we provide personalized one-on-one support to
every individual that calls or emails our office everyday. We are proud to offer this level of
support to the most vulnerable members of our community.

Contact information

Website: https://turnersyndromefoundation.org
Phone: 1-800-594-4585 (toll-free or (732) 847-3385
Email: info@tsfusa.org

###
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Raise Your Voice for TS Awareness!

One of the biggest challenges in advocacy is starting the conversation!

❖ Phone ahead to make an appointment whenever possible.
❖ People connect to personal stories … share yours.
❖ Think about how you are working to help the TS community be recognized. Be

confident.
❖ Speak slowly and make eye contact.
❖ Be mindful of their time. People are busy; keep it “short and sweet.”
❖ Leave them with a piece of literature to have on hand for future reference.
❖ Always thank them for their time.
❖ Enter their contact information into the tsfusa.org website (newsletter), with a

note including you as contact and any action items that may be needed.

Here are some talking points that may be useful:

❖ Are you familiar with TS?

If yes: Are you, or is someone you know, personally affected by TS? I ask this
because most people I encounter are unfamiliar with the syndrome, as was I until
…(share your personal diagnosis story).

If no: I understand. Most people are unfamiliar with the condition. That is why I
volunteer my time to the Turner Syndrome Foundation (TSF) to share information
about TS. Did you know that TS is the leading chromosomal abnormality
affecting those born female? It is a random mutation of genes affecting the
secondary X chromosome, with it being fully or partially deleted. This results in a
complex endocrine disorder. TS affects one in 2,000 live female births.  Sadly,
only 1 to 2% of fetuses with TS will survive to birth. TS is responsible for about
10% of all first-trimester miscarriages. (I/My ___) is a survivor and a true miracle.

❖ So what is TS?

In non-clinical, basic terms, TS is an endocrine disorder. Individuals with TS will
need hormones to grow and estrogen therapy to feminize at puberty and
throughout much of their lifetime. The majority of those with TS will be infertile.
Some babies with TS are born with clinical features or congenital defects. There
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are many comorbidities affecting the heart, kidneys, bladder, thyroid function,
blood pressure, diabetes, bone health, and much more.

❖ Is TS hard to diagnose?

No. During prenatal screening, doctors may perform an amniocentesis or
perhaps display certain features through a sonogram. At birth, if  a baby exhibits
indications of TS, it can be identified through a simple blood test called a
karyotype.

❖ What is a karyotype?  

A karyotype (kār'ē-ə-tīp') is an organized visual profile of the chromosomes in the
nucleus of a body cell of an organism. Karyotypes are prepared using cells in the
metaphase stage of cell division, when chromosomal strands have coiled
together and duplicated. This renders them easily visible under a microscope
after staining. Photomicrographs of the stained chromosomes are then arranged
in a standard format according to size, the relative position of the centromere,
and other criteria. The normal human karyotype consists of 46 chromosomes.
Females are 46XX.

❖ What is the average age of diagnosis?

The average age of diagnosis is 15½, which is too late for life-altering treatments,
early interventions, and most importantly, health screenings for a potentially fatal
heart defect.

❖ If the test is simple, why is diagnosis overlooked for so long?

TS not part of the newborn screening panel. Only newborns who exhibit
indications for TS will be screened; however, many infants with TS will appear
normal at birth and are considered healthy. Many providers will treat each health
issue (vision, hearing, growth, behavior, development, etc.) as separate
conditions without piecing these symptoms together as one health story, that
being TS.

❖ What are the life-altering treatments?

Human growth hormone is the medication to increase the rate of growth. The
average final height of TS patients who miss the window for treatment due to late
diagnosis is 4’8”. The other life-altering treatment is estrogen therapy to initiate
gradual feminization for pubertal development and overall women’s health
throughout a lifetime.

❖ Are there any cognitive effects related to TS?

Yes, there is a psycho-social effect, and virtually all individuals with TS have what
is sometimes referred to as a nonverbal learning disability (NVLD). They will
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present with a set of strengths and weaknesses to some varying degree.
Fortunately, most people with TS will have average to above-average
intelligence, but many will require supportive services in an academic
environment.

❖ How does lack of awareness affect those with TS?

While the social implications are difficult to share, they are factual. Our goal is to
change these statistics:

➢ Children with TS are not being diagnosed early enough in life to benefit

from interventions.

➢ Children spend most of their young life in a classroom. Educators must be

informed about TS in a classroom setting.

➢ Transition from pediatric care is a concern. Recent studies show that only

3% of adults with TS receive the recommended care as outlined in the

NIH Clinical Guidelines.

➢ 70% of adults with TS are unmarried and reliant upon extended family or

other systems for support.

➢ TS is the most prevalent genetic defect in females, affecting 1 in 2,000 live

female births – and many professionals have never heard of it!

❖ What is TSF’s mission focus?

TSF has assumed a leadership role in the U.S. to advance communication
through the facilitation of education programs, advocacy, outreach, and
supporting research initiatives.

❖ TSF advances communication by:

➢ facilitating education programs for professional audiences,

➢ increasing access to specialized care centers,

➢ hosting patient and caregiver education programs,

➢ establishing a global patient registry,

➢ conducting legislative advocacy,

➢ raising awareness through the National Athletic Campaign: Team TSF,

➢ hosting a national bake sale: Treats and Sweets for Turner Syndrome,
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➢ contributing to cross-agency collaborations: Endocrine Societies Transition

Task Force, Turner Resource Network,

➢ acting as a non-member agency providing free access to web resources

and monthly eNewsletter,

➢ providing a toll-free hotline offering peer-to-peer mentoring, and

➢ being on multiple social media platforms for networking.

● How does TSF fund these programs?

As a 501c3 charitable nonprofit organization, TSF is reliant upon public charitable
support. There are many ways individuals, small businesses, and corporations
can help TSF raise funds for TS. 100% of all donations go directly into critical
programs to advance TS support and research. You can support TSF by:

❖ Monthly donations
❖ Peer-to-peer online
❖ Memorial donations
❖ Planned legacy giving
❖ Sponsorships
❖ B2B proceeds benefits
❖ Foundation grants
❖ Employee charitable

campaigns
❖ Donor advised funds

(DAF)
❖ Electronic Fund

Transfers (EFT)

❖ Stocks or bonds
❖ TD Bank Affinity
❖ Real estate
❖ Vehicle donations
❖ Professional

memberships
❖ Benefit | Galas
❖ Walks|Runs
❖ Bake Sale
❖ Gifts of items
❖ Amazon Smile
❖ TSF online shop

❖ Why should everyone care about Turner syndrome?

Turner syndrome is a random mutation that occurs at the time of conception, and
everyone is potentially at risk. If not you, it could be a daughter, granddaughter,
sister, or friend who could potentially be the 1 in 2,000 live female births affected
by TS!  Know the indications – early diagnosis is critical!

❖ If asked, “What can I do to help?”

Answer: Volunteer!

Like you, I am interested in women’s health. I want to help young girls become
identified at an earlier age. I want researchers, medical providers, and educators
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to understand the unmet needs of this community. By increasing advocacy
efforts, I want to call attention to these issues and make a difference.  This all
takes tremendous effort and funding. TSF is growing and needs your help.

❖ What YOU can do now:

❖ Lead - Do you have professional experience? Are you an industry insider? Do

you possess a passion for helping others? If so, then take your passion

forward and lead a committee.

❖ Participate - Exhibit, attend a meeting, join a committee, host a talk, rally

support, run-walk-skip to keep the momentum going!

❖ Fundraise - Host a fundraising event to benefit TSF.

❖ Donate- Write a check. Donations without the exchange of goods or services

may be considered a tax exemption. Consult with your financial advisor.

Checks can be mailed to Turner Syndrome Foundation, PO Box 726,

Holmdel, NJ 07733

❖ Act now- Complete a volunteer application and agreement online at

tsfusa.org.

Need additional support? Contact us; we’re here to help!
Email: info@tsfusa.org

(800) 594-4585 9AM-5PM EST

Visit our website at https://turnersyndromefoundation.org/volunteer_take_action/ for

additional resources.
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Graphics & Other Resources Download - Print - Share

On the next several pages, you will find helpful resources to help you promote TS
Awareness Month. Many of these resources are hyperlinked for easy posting and
sharing.
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Coloring Activity
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